JOINT SOLUTION BRIEF

EQUINIX AND ACCRETS
Assured Peace of Mind with Fully Managed
Private Cloud Infrastructure and Connectivity
Enterprises today face the challenge of staying on top of the constantly changing cloud
technology landscape with limited resources, while still taking advantage of what cloud
has to offer. When embracing cloud services, a lean in-house IT team—with insufficient
capability and bandwidth to manage mission-critical IT resources—is a key challenge.
With many carriers owning data centers, enterprises are constrained when colocating with
these data centers due to limited choice of carriers and service providers. However, these
enterprises often find themselves at the mercy of these data centers, which result with
inconvenient and more costly connectivity, bandwidth and peering options due to vendor
lock-in and other business constraints.

Joint solution

Joint capabilities
Managed IT services
Expert team with deep cloud and
hosting knowledge to plan, migrate,
execute and manage private cloud.
Accrets is armed with extensive
domain experience, having managed
complex Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) deployments for industries
such as mission-critical financial and
manufacturing environments.
SAP certification
Accrets is the only Singapore business
to achieve SAP hosting services
certification.
Industry-leading partnerships
Including Activants, Aryaka, ETact,
Nutanix and Oracle for client-specific
solutions.

To solve these common constraints, Equinix and Accrets International (Accrets) have
partnered to offer a joint solution that combines carrier-neutral Equinix International
Business Exchange™ (IBX®) data centers with Accrets Managed Private Cloud Solution.
The solution creates a digital transformation that drives the distribution of services and
controls closer to customers, employees, partners and ecosystems—at the digital edge.
Accrets Managed Private Cloud Solution is a fully managed, hosted private cloud solution
aimed at delivering service assurance and peace of mind. As an end-to-end cloud services
offering, it encompasses Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), network connectivity and data
center hosting on Platform Equinix® to speed up private and hybrid cloud deployments.
Armed with an experienced team of cloud consultants and technical experts, Accrets offers
extensive enterprise experience and deep expertise to manage IT functions and deploy
end-to-end private and hybrid cloud solutions. With capabilities to customize network
infrastructure specific to customer requirements, Accrets ensures seamless integration of
network connections between private and public cloud environments and provides services
to escort customers to data centers for compliance audits.
With Platform Equinix, the solution offers:
• Resiliency and uptime essential to mission-critical requirements.
• Carrier-neutral data centers with industry-leading dense connections to international
telecom carriers, network service providers and public cloud providers such as Microsoft Azure, Oracle cloud and Amazon Web Services (AWS).
• Largest industry ecosystems to reach everywhere, interconnect everyone and integrate everything.
• Ability to leverage Equinix Cloud Exchange Fabric™ (ECX Fabric™) to dynamically
connect distributed infrastructure across 30+ locations around the globe, supporting
enterprises with regional deployments.
Together, Accrets and Equinix offer flexibility and scalability for enterprise cloud
deployments with cost-efficient interconnectivity, speeding up future-ready IT infrastructures
while shortening time to market. These joint capabilities empower faster private cloud
deployments to meet complex requirements for mission-critical environments with rigorous
deployment timelines.
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Solution benefits

Use cases

Enhance flexibility and scalability.
Benefit from the Accrets Managed Private Cloud Solution being hosted at Equinix. With
the industry’s largest ecosystems, Equinix offers connectivity options to international
telecommunication and service providers and delivers carrier diversity and accessibility
to diverse cloud and network service providers. By leveraging the Equinix ecosystem,
Accrets enables customers to connect their regional and international branches within
the same data center. Placing data nodes at the network edge empowers future
scalability with easy reach to digital ecosystem across multiple metros.

Gain cost efficiency.
Enjoy superior interconnection that optimizes connectivity costs for greater
cost efficiency. Gain further savings with Accrets, which offers fixed bandwidth
charges—unlike public cloud service providers. By eliminating separate charges
for data upload and download, you will avoid bill shock.

Achieve faster setup of future-ready capabilities.
Gain the convenience of being in the same data center with other network and cloud
services providers. This helps speed up building future-ready capabilities, allowing
Accrets to easily tap on other providers for their complementary solutions—such as
Cybersecurity Protection Services and Content Delivery Network (CDN)—to deliver a
comprehensive end-to-end cloud solution for enterprises.

Speed up time to market with faster deployments.

Accrets demonstrates deep expertise
in handling complex deployments for
mission-critical environments with
stringent requirements including the
need to:
•

Operate business in different locations across varied countries.

•

Host critical applications, such as
ERP, in a centralized data center,
with non-critical applications, such
as email/productivity apps, hosted
at the edge to get closer to users/
branch offices.

Accrets leverages Platform Equinix
to host critical applications at
Equinix, assuring secure and
dynamic connections for distributed
infrastructure and digital ecosystems
via ECX Fabric—flexible, on-demand,
global interconnection.

About Equinix

Benefit from faster and easier connectivity, speeding up deployments and cutting time
to market. With Accrets’ private cloud hosted in Equinix, you gain reliability, consistency
of support and service availability in a mission-critical environment.

Facilitate compliance audits.
Leverage Accrets’ partnership with Equinix to facilitate compliance audits, with Accrets
escorting customers on-site to Equinix’s IBX data centers where their applications
are hosted on Accrets’ private cloud. This is especially critical when enabling missioncritical environments, such as Financial Services Industries (FSIs), to meet their
compliance requirements.

Equinix connects the world’s leading
businesses to their customers,
employees and partners inside the
most-interconnected data centers. In
52 markets across five continents,
Equinix is where companies come
together to realize new opportunities
and accelerate their business, IT and
cloud strategies. We operate the
only global interconnection platform,
sparking new opportunities that are
only possible when companies come
together.

PLATFORM EQUINIX®

About Accrets International
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Accrets International provides private
hybrid cloud computing solutions and
IT managed services. It designs and
implements complete cloud solutions
for your business, ensuring a smooth
business operation. Accrets’s solutions
reduce the cost of IT operations
and free you to focus on your core
business. With round-the-clock
monitoring and support, you can sleep
well and leave your IT to Accrets.

For more information on how Equinix and Accrets can increase your business agility and reach, contact
info@accrets.com or visit accrets.com
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